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ABSTRACT

This mixed research uses the Juran’s methodology to achieve continuous improvement in
the teaching-learning process on mathematics through technology. This study proposes
the creation of a virtual environment by means of the FreeDFD simulator, flipped
classroom and YouTube videos with the purpose of linking the theoretical topics in the
Logical of Predicates Unit with the field of computer science. The variables related to the
teaching-learning process are Efficiency (assimilation of knowledge) and Technical
Quality (Bloom’s Taxonomy: Memory, Comprehension and Application). On the other
hand, students’ perception is analyzed through the Quality of service (teaching-learning
process, technological ability and mathematical ability) and Customer satisfaction
(utility, benefits and need). By means of data mining (decision trees technique), this
research identifies four predictive models on assimilation of knowledge considering
Bloom’s Taxonomy. The results obtained from linear regression (machine learning with
50% training and 50% evaluation) indicate that the Juran’s methodology facilitates the
construction of virtual educational spaces through the stages related to the identification
of clients, establishment of customer needs, translation of needs into the language of the
organization, development of the product or service, creation of a process and transfer of
the process to the operation. In conclusion, universities should improve educational
conditions considering aspects of the technology, flipped classroom and continuous
improvement.
Keywords: continuous improvement, ICT, higher education, flipped classroom, data
science, data mining, learning machine

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, universities are looking for new alternatives and strategies to improve the
quality of higher education through the analysis and evaluation of the service provided
(Salazar & Cabrera, 2016; Tartaglia & Walker, 2015). In fact, quality seeks to satisfy the
needs and expectations of consumers (Fernández, González, Fernández, & Segura, 2010;
Lizarzaburu, 2016; Salas, 2018) in various sectors such as education (Bryant, 2013;
Maffini & Toth, 2017; Salas & Vázquez, 2017; Treagust, Won, Petersen, & Wynne, 2015),
health (Alexander, Weiner, Shortell, & Baker, 2007), logistics (He, Xu, Xu,& Wu, 2016)
and production (Chang, 2017).
Copyright © 2018 by OJCMT
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Table 1. Evolution of quality
Item Stages of quality
1
Inspection
2
Quality control
3
Quality assurance
4
Total quality management
Source: Lizarzaburu, 2016

Description
Detect errors
Measure the variation of a process
Comply with the requirements established for the product or service
Uses continuous quality improvement to satisfy the customer

In Mexico, the Education Sector Program 2013-2018 establishes that quality and
equity play a fundamental role in achieving the efficient transformation of the teachinglearning process (Peralta, 2016). In particular, continuous improvement allows
educational institutions to establish new forms of work in order to achieve efficiency
(Salazar & Cabrera, 2016).
The improvement of processes in educational institutions favors the use of new
teaching-learning strategies through digital tools (Colmenares, 2010; Salas & Salas,
2018). For example, the flipped classroom consists of planning various educational
activities before and after face-to-face sessions in order to achieve meaningful learning
during class time (Blau & Shamir, 2017; Chen, Wang, Kinshuk, & Chen, 2014).
By using Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) in the classroom,
students acquire new skills related to knowledge acquisition, critical thinking and
teamwork (Vázquez, López, & Jaén, 2017). Also Burgi and Peralta (2011) explain that
research on educational quality is mainly related to teaching-learning processes and
school organization.
In the 21st century, teachers are facing new challenges to improve the educational
process (Mamghani, Mostowfi, & Khorram, 2018; Salas, Vázquez, & Lugo, 2016). In fact,
information and communication tools are more accessible to students. Therefore, teachers
have the opportunity to innovate teaching-learning activities through technology
(Wondemtegegn, 2018). For example, the incorporation of mobile phones in the
educational field represents a creative and innovative strategy to facilitate the learning
(Halder, Halder, & Guha, 2015).
In particular, this mixed research analyzes the use of the Juran’s methodology to
achieve continuous improvement in the educational process on mathematics through the
FreeDFD simulator, flipped classroom and YouTube videos.

CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT IN ORGANIZATIONS

Globalization is driving institutions to improve products and services offered to
consumers (Carreño, 2009). Organizations have used different criteria and quality
standards based on the efficiency of the processes with the purpose of guaranteeing the
continuous improvement (García, Quispe, & Ráez, 2003).
According to Peralta (2016, p.110), the total quality is “the progressive improvement in
the way things are done, even when they have been made without errors, which focuses
on permanent improvement”. For example, ISO 9004: 2001 establishes the importance of
understanding the current and future needs of customers to identify, implement and
manage quality (García, Quispe, & Ráez, 2003).
The concept of quality in organizations has undergone various modifications over time
(Lizarzaburu, 2016). Table 1 shows the evolution of quality.
According to García, Quispe and Ráez (2003), the ISO 9004: 2001 standard establishes
that continuous improvement is achieved through the following aspects:
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1. Analysis and evaluation of the existing situation
2. Objectives for improvement
3. Implementation of possible solution
4. Measurement, verification, analysis and evaluation of the results on the
implementation
5. Formalization of changes
Several authors (e.g., García, Quispe & Ráez, 2003) explain that the continuous
improvement PDCA cycle uses the stages of Plan, Do, Check and Act in order to achieve
quality in the processes. Also, Deming, Crosby, Ishikawa and Juran establish that quality
is a means to achieve efficiency in organizations through productivity and competitiveness
(Carreño, 2009).
For example, Ishikawa establishes the steps to achieve process improvement, that is,
identification of the actual process, measurement and analysis of the process,
identification of opportunities for improvement, normalization of the process and revision
of the plan (Vasquez, 2016).
According to Cantú (2001), the planning on the quality proposed by Juran allows to
achieve continuous improvement through the following aspects:
• Identification of clients
• Determine customer needs
• Translate needs into the language of the organization
• Develop products or services with characteristics that respond optimally to the
needs of customers
• Develop a process capable of producing the characteristics of the product or service
• Transfer the process to the operation
This mixed research proposes the use of the FreeDFD simulator, flipped classroom and
YouTube videos in order to update the teaching-learning process on predicate logic
through the implementation of the Juran’s methodology.
Therefore, the research questions are:
• What is the impact of the FreeDFD simulator, flipped classroom and YouTube videos
in the teaching-learning process on predicate logic (learning machine with 50%
training and 50% evaluation)?
• What is the perception of the students about the incorporation of technology in the
teaching-learning process on the logic of predicates?
• What are the factors that influence the assimilation of knowledge on predicate logic
considering data mining (decision trees technique)?

METHOD

This quantitative and qualitative research analyzes the impact of the FreeDFD
simulator, flipped classroom and YouTube videos in the teaching-learning process on the
predicate logic considering the Juran’s methodology and data science. The sample is
composed of 20 students of the Bachelor in Business Management and Information
Technology who studied the Computational Mathematics course at a Mexican University
during the 2017 school year.
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Table 2. Planning of the Logical of Predicates Unit
Stage Juran’s methodology
Description
1

Identification of the clients

Students take the subject Computational Mathematics during
the third semester of the Degree in Business Management and
Information Technology

2

Determine customer needs

The students of the Degree in Business Management and
Information Technology demand the use of digital tools to link
theoretical knowledge with reality

3

Translate needs into the language of Logical of Predicates Unit includes the topics on Categorical
the organization
Propositions (universal and existential quantifiers) and
Reasoning (demonstration by induction), which is linked to the
field of computer science.

4

Develop products or services with
The FreeDFD simulator, flipped classroom and YouTube
characteristics that respond
videos allow the construction of dynamic and interactive spaces
optimally to the needs of customers to facilitate the application of theoretical concepts with reality

5

Develop a process capable of
Through the FreeDFD simulator, flipped classroom and
producing the characteristics of the YouTube videos, various laboratory practices were designed on
product or service
the topics of Categorical Propositions and Reasoning

6

Transfer the process to the
operation

During the Logical of Predicates Unit, the students perform
various laboratory practices through the FreeDFD simulator

Procedure
This mixed research is based on Juran’s ideas about continuous improvement to
improve the teaching-learning process in the Logical of Predicates Unit through ICT (See
Table 2).
Through the stages of the Juran’s methodology, this mixed study proposes the
construction of a virtual learning space by means of the FreeDFD simulator, flipped
classroom and YouTube videos in order to link the theoretical topics on the Logic of
predicates with the field of computer science.
The procedure began with the organization and creation of laboratory practices on the
topics of Categorical Propositions (universal and existential quantifiers) and Reasoning
(demonstration by induction). The FreeDFD simulator allows students to apply the
contents on quantifiers and demonstration by induction in the field of computer science.
In fact, the Juran’s methodology allowed updating the teaching-learning activities on
the logic of predicates through the flipped classroom:
1. Activities before class: Review YouTube videos about the use of the FreeDFD
simulator
2. Class activities: Perform exercises on the topics of Categorical Propositions
(universal and existential quantifiers) and Reasoning (demonstration by induction)
3. Activities after class: Perform laboratory practices through the FreeDFD simulator
Also, the programming topics on the conditional structures (simple and multiple) and
iterative structures (for and while) are used in the Logical of Predicates Unit with the
purpose of simulating the operation of the quantifiers and the demonstration by
induction.
The laboratory practices carried out in the Logical of Predicates Unit are:
• Practice 1: Use of universal quantifier and condition structure
• Practice 2: Use of the quantifier and the iteration structure
• Practice 3: Use of quantifier, condition structure and iteration structure
328
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Figure 1. Continuous improvement in the Logical of Predicates Unit

Figure 2. Use of the Rapidminer tool for learning machine

• Practice 4: Demonstration by induction
Figure 1 shows an example of the teaching-learning activities carried out by the
students of the Computational Mathematics course.
This research uses the Rapidminer tool to identify predictive models (decision tree
technique) and determine the impact of FreeDFD simulator, flipped classroom and
YouTube videos on the educational process through machine learning (50% of training
and 50% of evaluation).
Figure 2 shows the use of the Rapidminer tool to calculate learning machine (linear
regression). The Split Data component allows establishing 50% of training and 50% of
evaluation.
The hypotheses of this study related to the use of technology and the teaching-learning
process are:
© 2018, Online J. Commun. Media Technol., 8(4), 325-343
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Figure 3. Use of the RapidMiner tool

Figure 4. Information for the Predictive Model 1

• H1: The use of the FreeDFD simulator, flipped classroom and YouTube videos
positively influences the grade of the first partial during the assimilation of the
Simple conditional structure
• H2: The use of the FreeDFD simulator, flipped classroom and YouTube videos have
a positive influence on the grade of the first partial during the assimilation of the
Multiple conditional structure
• H3: The use of the FreeDFD simulator, flipped classroom and YouTube videos
positively influences the grade of the first partial during the assimilation of the For
iterative structure
• H4: The use of the FreeDFD simulator, flipped classroom and YouTube videos have
a positive influence on the grade of the first partial during the assimilation of the
While iterative structure
Figure 3 shows the components of the RapidMiner tool used for the creation of the
following predictive models of the Assimilation of knowledge through the decision trees
technique:
• Predictive Model 1: Assimilation of knowledge model about Simple conditional
structure
• Predictive Model 2: Assimilation of knowledge model about Multiple conditional
structure
• Predictive Model 3: Assimilation of knowledge model about For iterative structure
• Predictive Model 4: Assimilation of knowledge model about While iterative
structure
Through the RapidMiner tool, this research identified the elements that influence the
assimilation of knowledge on predicate logic considering the Student profile. For example,
Figure 4 shows the information used for the construction of Predictive Model 1.
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Figure 5. Information for the Predictive Model 2

Figure 6. Information for the Predictive Model 3

Figure 7. Information for the Predictive Model 4

Figure 5 shows the information used to build the Predictive Model 2 through the
Rapidminer tool.
Figure 6 shows the information used to create the Predictive Model 3 through the
decision tree technique.
Figure 7 shows the information for the construction of the Predictive Model 4.
Data Collection
After completing the Logical of Predicates Unit, the Measurement Instrument is
applied to the students of the Computational Mathematics course (See Table 3).
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Table 3. Measurement instrument
Item Variable
Dimension
1
Student profile
Gender
Age
Bachelor’s degree
Grade of the first partial
2
Efficiency
Assimilation of knowledge about Simple conditional structure
Assimilation of knowledge about Multiple conditional structure
Assimilation of knowledge about For iterative structure
Assimilation of knowledge about While iterative structure
3
Technical quality
Memory level about Simple conditional structure
(Taxonomy of Bloom)
Memory level about Multiple conditional structure
Memory level about For iterative structure
Memory level about While iterative structure
Level of understanding about Simple conditional structure
Level of understanding about Multiple conditional structure
Level of understanding about For iterative structure
Level of understanding about While iterative structure
Application level about Simple conditional structure
Application level about Multiple conditional structure
Application level about For iterative structure
Application level about While iterative structure
4
Quality of service
Teaching-learning process
Technological skills
Mathematical skills
5
Customer satisfaction
Utility
Benefits
Need

Analysis of Data
The Rapidminer tool enabled the analysis of data with the purpose of identifying
predictive models (decision tree technique) and determining the impact of FreeDFD
simulator, flipped classroom and YouTube videos in the educational process through
learning machine (50% of training and 50% evaluation).

RESULTS

This research presents the results on data science, the use of the FreeDFD simulator,
flipped classroom and YouTube videos in the educational process and the perceptions of
the students.
Data Science
Figure 8 shows the Predictive Model 1. For example, if the student considers that
FreeDFD simulator, flipped classroom and YouTube videos totally facilitates the
assimilation of the Simple conditional structure and is less than and equal to 21 years old
then school activities (before, during and after the face-to-face session) totally facilitate
the application of the topics on the Simple conditional structure.
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Figure 8. Predictive Model 1

Figure 9. Accuracy of Predictive Model 1

Figure 10. Predictive Model 2

The accuracy of Predictive Model 1 is 95.00% (See Figure 9).
Figure 10 shows the Predictive Model 2. For example, if the student considers that
FreeDFD simulator, flipped classroom and YouTube videos totally facilitates the
assimilation of the Multiple conditional structure and has an age less than and equal to
19.5 years old then school activities (before, during and after the face-to-face session)
totally facilitate the application of the topics about the Multiple conditional structure.
The accuracy of Predictive Model 2 is 85.00% (See Figure 11).
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Figure 11. Accuracy of Predictive Model 2

Figure 12. Predictive Model 3

Figure 13. Accuracy of Predictive Model 3

Figure 12 shows the Predictive Model 3. For example, if the student considers that
FreeDFD simulator, flipped classroom and YouTube videos totally facilitates the
assimilation of the For the iterative structure and has an age less than and equal to 19.5
years old then school activities (before, during and after the face-to-face session) totally
facilitate the application of the topics on the For iterative structure.
The accuracy of Predictive Model 3 is 85.00% (See Figure 13).
Figure 14 shows the Predictive Model 4. For example, if the student considers that
FreeDFD simulator, flipped classroom and YouTube videos totally facilitates the
assimilation of the While iterative structure then school activities (before, during and
after the face-to-face session) totally facilitate the application of the topics on the While
iterative structure.
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Figure 14. Predictive Model 4

Figure 15. Accuracy of Predictive Model 4
Table 4. Results of the linear regression (machine learning)
Hypothesis Description

Linear
regression

Conclusion t-Stat p-Value

H1

Assimilation of knowledge about the Simple
conditional structure through the FreeDFD
simulator, flipped classroom and YouTube
videos → Grade of the first partial

y = 0.668x 4.595

Accepted:
0.668

1.668

0.133

H2

Assimilation of knowledge about the
Multiple conditional structure through the
FreeDFD simulator, flipped classroom and
YouTube videos → Grade of the first partial

y = 0.716x 5.145

Accepted:
0.716

1.814

0.099

H3

Assimilation of knowledge about the For
iterative structure through the FreeDFD
simulator, flipped classroom and YouTube
videos → Grade of the first partial

y = 0.735x 5.412

Accepted:
0.735

1.704

0.119

H4

Assimilation of knowledge about the While
iterative structure through the FreeDFD
simulator, flipped classroom and YouTube
videos → Grade of the first partial

y = 1.056x 8.700

Accepted:
1.056

4.570

0.001

The accuracy of Predictive Model 4 is 90.00% (See Figure 15).
Table 4 shows that the assimilation of knowledge by means of the FreeDFD simulator,
flipped classroom and YouTube videos positively influences the grade of the first partial
related to the Simple conditional structure (H1), Multiple conditional structure (H2) and
While iterative structure (H4).
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Table 5. Assimilation of knowledge (efficiency)
Simple conditional
Multiple conditional
structure
structure
Totally
7 (35% )
7 (35% )
Quite
12 (60% )
12 (60% )
Regular
1 (5% )
1 (5% )
Little
0 (0% )
0 (0% )
Nothing
0 (0% )
0 (0% )
Total
20 (100% )
20 (100% )

For iterative
structure
8 (40% )
10 (50% )
2 (10% )
0 (0% )
0 (0% )
20 (100% )

Table 6. Correlation coefficient for the Assimilation of knowledge (efficiency)
Simple conditional Multiple conditional For iterative
structure
structure
structure
Simple conditional
1
structure
Multiple conditional
0.83870968
1
structure
For iterative structure
0.72929053
0.72929053
1
While iterative
0.71842121
0.53881591
0.78086881
structure
Table 7. Bloom Taxonomy: Memory Level
Simple conditional Multiple conditional
structure
structure
Totally
8 (40%)
9 (45%)
Quite
8 (40%)
8 (40%)
Regular
4 (20%)
3 (15%)
Little
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
Nothing
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
Total
20 (100%)
20 (100%)

For iterative
structure
8 (40%)
11 (55%)
1 (5%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
20 (100%)

While iterative
structure
10 (50% )
10 (50% )
0 (0% )
0 (0% )
0 (0% )
20 (100% )

While iterative
structure

1

While iterative
structure
8 (40%)
10 (50%)
2 (10%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
20 (100%)

FreeDFD Simulator, Flipped Classroom and YouTube Videos
The FreeDFD simulator allows linking the contents of the Logical of Predicates Unit
with the field of computer science (conditional and iterations structures). According to the
students (n=12, 60%), the FreeDFD simulator, flipped classroom and YouTube videos
quite facilitate the assimilation of knowledge about the topics on the Logic of the
predicates through the Simple and Multiple conditional structures. Also, Table 5 shows
that the majority of the students (n=10, 50%) are in the Quite category for the iterative
structures.
Table 6 shows that the dimensions of the variable Assimilation of knowledge
(efficiency) has a significant relationship because the values obtained in the correlation
coefficient are greater than 0.53.
In this research, the variable Technical quality is integrated by the following
dimensions related to Bloom’s Taxonomy: Memory, Understanding and Application.
The students of the Bachelor in Business Management and Information Technology
believe that the FreeDFD simulator, flipped classroom and YouTube videos totally and
quite facilitate the identification of the conditional and iteration structures (Memory
level) during the educational process (See Table 7).
Table 8 shows that the most significant relationship of correlation coefficient
(0.88732748) is located between the dimensions for iterative structure and simple
conditional structure.
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Table 8. Correlation coefficient for the Memory level
Simple conditional Multiple conditional For iterative While iterative
structure
structure
structure
structure
Simple conditional
1
structure
Multiple conditional
0.82332931
1
structure
For iterative structure
0.88732748
0.84416697
1
While iterative structure
0.70956629
0.78727323
0.80505293
Table 9. Bloom’s taxonomy: Understanding level
Simple conditional Multiple conditional
structure
structure
Totally
9 (45%)
8 (40%)
Quite
8 (40%)
10 (50%)
Regular
3 (15%)
2 (10%)
Little
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
Nothing
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
Total
20 (100%)
20 (100%)

For iterative
structure
7 (35%)
10 (50%)
3 (15%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
20 (100%)

While iterative
structure
9 (45%)
9 (45%)
2 (10%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
20 (100%)

Table 10. Correlation coefficient for the Understanding level
Simple conditional Multiple conditional For iterative While iterative
structure
structure
structure
structure
Simple conditional structure
1
Multiple conditional
0.78727323
1
structure
For iterative structure
0.80519414
0.89803603
1
While iterative structure
0.73886645
0.82406052
0.85691278
1
Table 11. Bloom Taxonomy: Application Level
Simple conditional Multiple conditional
structure
structure
Totally
9 (45%)
8 (40%)
Quite
7 (35%)
10 (50%)
Regular
3 (15%)
1 (5%)
Little
1 (5%)
1 (5%)
Nothing
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
Total
20 (100%)
20 (100%)

For iterative
structure
9 (45%)
8 (40%)
2 (10%)
1 (5%)
0 (0%)
20 (100%)

While iterative
structure
11 (55%)
7 (35%)
0 (0%)
2 (10%)
0 (0%)
20 (100%)

For the level of understanding, the students consider that the FreeDFD simulator,
flipped classroom and YouTube videos totally facilitate the recognition of the Simple
conditional structure (n=9, 45%), Multiple conditional structure (n=8, 40%), For iterative
structure (n=7, 35%) and While iterative structure (n=9, 45%). Table 9 shows that none
of the participants is in the Little and Nothing categories.
Table 10 shows that all correlation coefficients have a value greater than 0.73 for the
understanding level of Bloom’s Taxonomy.
Regarding the application level (Bloom Taxonomy), respondents point out that the
FreeDFD simulator, flipped classroom and YouTube videos totally facilitate the use of the
Simple conditional structure (n=9, 45%) and Multiple conditional structure (n=8, 40%).
Table 11 shows that the majority of students are in the Totally category for the iterative
structures: for (n=9, 45%) and while (n=11, 55%).
All the correlation coefficients on the Application Level are greater than the value 0.73
(See Table 12). The most significant relationship is presented between the dimensions of
the iterative structures (0.8783458).
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Table 12. Correlation coefficient for the Application level
Simple conditional Multiple conditional For iterative While iterative
structure
structure
structure
structure
Simple conditional
1
structure
Multiple conditional
0.82309878
1
structure
For iterative structure
0.76088591
0.76706883
1
While iterative structure
0.73137009
0.80674186
0.8783458
1

Perceptions of Students
This research analyzes the aspect of Quality of service by means of the Teachinglearning process, Technological ability and Mathematical ability dimensions. The
students of the Computational Mathematics course believe that continuous improvement
facilitates the creation of an efficient teaching-learning process through the FreeDFD
simulator, flipped classroom and YouTube videos:
“Yes, you check content on YouTube to solve the exercises” (Student 13, Female,
19 years old).
“Yes, because the videos explain well and it’s simple” (Student 17, Male, 20 years
old).
“Yes, videos are a great option to start using the application” (Student 18, Female,
19 years old).
Even, Juran’s methodology facilitates the construction of visual, creative and useful
spaces for learning and teaching:
“Yes, it’s more visual” (Student 2, Male, 19 years old).
“Yes, because it is a more creative way to learn” (Student 4, Female, 19 years old).
“Yes, because the subject is more visual” (Student 15, Female, 19 years old).
According to the students, the FreeDFD simulator, flipped classroom and YouTube
videos facilitate the development of mathematical skills:
“Facilitates the mathematical process” (Student 1, Male, 19 years old).
“Yes, it’s more practical” (Student 2, Male, 19 years old).
“Yes, an explanation is presented step by step” (Student 15, Female, 19 years
old).
In the same way, the use of the Juran’s methodology in the Logical of Predicates Unit
allows the development of technological skills:
“Yes, when using the programs” (Student 13, Female, 19 years old).
“Yes, because you must know how to use these tools” (Student 17, Male, 20 years
old).
“Yes, because the computer is used” (Student 20, Male, 20 years old).
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This study analyzes customer satisfaction through the Utility, Benefits and Need
dimensions. The participants are satisfied to use the FreeDFD simulator, flipped
classroom and YouTube videos during the Logical of Predicates Unit:
“Yes, they help to understand better” (Student 5, Male, 22 years old).
“A lot, we learn in different ways” (Student 11, Male, 20 years old).
“Yes, because it is a simple way to learn” (Student 17, Male, 20 years old).
Also, the students emphasize that the use of technology allows the verification of the
exercises on the logic of predicates:
“Yes, they are good support tools” (Student 13, Female, 19 years old).
“Yes, you can check the results” (Student 16, Female, 19 years old).
“Yes, they are a guide” (Student 18, Female, 19 years old).
The students of the Degree in Business Management and Information Technology
consider that the benefit over the use of technology in the Logical of Predicates Unit is the
facility for learning:
“Understand the subject better” (Student 5, Male, 22 years old).
“They help to exemplify class contents” (Student 13, Female, 19 years old).
“Acquire new knowledge in the area of technology” (Student 18, Female, 19 years
old).
Likewise, students think that the incorporation of ICT into the educational process is
necessary:
“Yes, to automate the process” (Student 1, Male, 19 years old).
“Yes, because it is practical” (Student 15, Female, 19 years old).
“Yes, because you can understand the subject in another way” (Student 20, Male,
20 years old).

DISCUSSION

Juran’s methodology on continuous improvement allows building innovative and
creative spaces for teaching and learning. In particular, this mixed research proposes the
use of the FreeDFD simulator, flipped classroom and YouTube videos to innovate school
activities in the Logical of Predicates Unit.
This research confirms the findings of various authors (e.g., García, Quispe and Ráez,
2003) on the importance of creating efficient processes to achieve customer satisfaction.
In particular, the students of the Degree in Business Management and Information
Technology consider that the use of technology facilitates the creation of efficient
processes for teaching and learning.
For example, the students of the Computational Mathematics course point out that the
use of the FreeDFD simulator, flipped classroom and YouTube videos allow reaching the
levels of Bloom’s Taxonomy: memory, understanding and application. Likewise, the
© 2018, Online J. Commun. Media Technol., 8(4), 325-343
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participants are satisfied to use these digital tools because they allow verifying the
exercises on the quantifiers and the demonstration by induction.
Data mining allows identifying the aspects that influence the assimilation of
knowledge about the Conditional and Iteractive structures. In particular, the data science
(decision trees technique) allows describing the following prediction models:
• Predictive Model 1: Assimilation of knowledge model about Simple conditional
structure
• Predictive Model 2: Assimilation of knowledge model about Multiple conditional
structure
• Predictive Model 3: Assimilation of knowledge model about For iterative structure
• Predictive Model 4: Assimilation of knowledge model about While iterative
structure
This study confirms the ideas of several authors (e.g., Blau & Shamir, 2017; Chen,
Wang, Kinshuk & Chen, 2014) about the role of the flipped classroom to improve the
educational process. In particular, the students of the Computational Mathematics course
mention that the FreeDFD simulator, flipped classroom and YouTube videos allow the
development of skills (mathematics and technology) and the assimilation of knowledge.
The incorporation of ICT in school activities implies the planning, organization and
implementation of substantial changes in the traditional educational model (Salas 2015;
Vázquez, López, & Jaén, 2017). In particular, this research proposes the realization of
various teaching-learning activities before (see YouTube videos), during (exercises on the
Logic of predicates) and after (realization of laboratory practice through FreeDFD
simulator) of the session.
In addition, the results of the linear regression (automatic machine learning with 50%
of training and 50% of evaluation) indicate that the FreeDFD simulator, flipped classroom
and YouTube videos facilitate the teaching-learning process in the Logical of Predicates
Unit. Finally, universities face the great challenge of achieving educational quality
(Ocampo & Reyna, 2016).

CONCLUSION

Juran’s methodology on continuous improvement allows the construction of innovative
and creative spaces for learning, that is, the identification of clients, establishment of
needs, development of the service and transfer of the process are fundamental elements
to improve the assimilation of knowledge and improvement of skills in the students.
In particular, the incorporation of technology in the Computational Mathematics
course facilitated the linking and application of the theoretical contents on Categorical
Propositions (universal and existential quantifiers) and Reasoning (demonstration by
induction) in the field of computer science.
To achieve continuous improvement in the educational context, this research used the
FreeDFD simulator, flipped classroom and YouTube videos in the Logical of Predicates
Unit. Also, this study recommends the Juran’s methodology to create new and innovative
learning spaces that meet the needs and demands of students in the XXI Century.

Data mining is a valuable tool to identify the relationships between variables. In
particular, this study identified various predictive models of Assimilation of knowledge
through the decision tree technique.
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The limitations of this study are the use of videos and FreeDFD simulator. Therefore,
future research can analyze the incorporation of various information and communication
tools such as social networks or augmented reality. Finally, teachers can transform the
educational environment through Continuous Improvement and Technology in order to
develop competencies in the students.
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